So Does Your Mother are: Lorenzo Sidoti - Guitar; Gian Maria Camponeschi - Bass; Alessio Zappa - Drums; Vladimiro Sbacco - Keyboards and Synth; Francesco Antonini - Voice and Flute; Letizia Lenzi - Clarinet; Carmine Di Lauro - Alto Sax; Francesca Faraglia - Voice and Backvocals; Domitilla Masi - Voice and Backvocals. Music and Lyrics by Lorenzo Sidoti. 

Describing the record: Neighbours

Neighbours borns and it is completed with the work of SDYM and the producer Marco Molteni of Mordecai Studio. The Progressive Rock Dance that arises from this first album take the advantage of the collaboration of artists such as Ike Willis, singer and guitarist of Frank Zappa, and the singers Ghita Casadei and Maria Onori.
The title of the record, Neighbours, comes from the need of the band to reveal itself like the neighbourhood that during the winter seems to be non existent due to the closed windows, whereas during springtime and summer it shows itself, letting enter who hears into their lives in every minimum aspect.
The cover has been made by the artist Mr. Thoms.
The record has been recorded in Rome at Trafalgar Recording Studios and at Blue Trip Studio, it has been mixed at Mordecai Studio and it has been mastered at Pisi Studio.

Tracklist

Mitile Milite
The song, already present in the previous work of So Does Your Mother, Fac(e)ing the animals, joins Dance and Rock, putting in contact the image of the heroic mussel and the figure of the superhero of the japanese anime.

M.D.
A Progressive Rock tune with the featuring of  Ike Willis,  the profiteer manager, that displays with irony the hard life of the emerging bands, forced, always more, to bow down at what the club managers/event organizers want in order to play.

Swallow
The powerful Rock mixed with some echoes of Funk accompany an allegoric lyric that describes the lack of attention of the nowadays average listener.

Modern Seducer
This Progressive Rock Dance, also this in Fac(e)ing the animals, is a sincere social analysis of the modern seducer.

Under the Roof
The fear of insects is channeled in a song explosive and full of energy

Your Mother
The classic Dance of this tune fully describes the passion of the band for the mothers.

Red Leaf
An aggressive Funk matches a lyric builded with the antique technique of the anagram, capable to hide exciting tricks such as Amanda Lear.

Modern Seducer Reprise
The theme of the modern seducer is recovered but with a more relaxed background.

Private link to hear Neighbours:
https://soundcloud.com/so-does-your-mother/sets/neighbours/s-RP3oR

Contatcts
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facebook https://www.facebook.com/SoDoesYourMother twitter https://twitter.com/SDYM_Roma youtube http://www.youtube.com/SoDoesYourMother spotify https://play.spotify.com/artist/5hjRGIr6kxCr1JOJyHVt7p



